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What it takes to be back in
school—and stay back
by Randi Weingarten
President, American Federation of Teachers

Small things sometimes have an outsized impact. That has struck me as I’ve
visited with students and staff in public schools in recent weeks, particularly
since the surge of the omicron variant. Ordinary activities—pre-K children
playing side by side, students working on a group project, a teacher guiding
students through a lesson on conflict resolution, and kids doubling over with
laughter—left me with profound gratitude that they were doing these things
together, in school. Two years into the pandemic, these small signs of a return
to normalcy don’t feel so little anymore.

Weingarten, right, with students at PS 157 in the Bronx on Jan. 5.

Throughout the pandemic, teachers and school support staff have been working
with parents to meet kids’ needs and build trust. Through this collaboration,
along with resources for academic recovery and safety protocols, schools were
able to reopen last fall. Even with new cases of COVID-19 averaging more than
700,000 per day for the first time, 98 percent of public schools in the United
States were open for in-person teaching and learning last week.

Some schools have had to revert to remote instruction or temporarily close as a
last resort because of COVID-19 outbreaks or staff shortages. Infectious
disease experts like Dr. Michael Osterholm warn that the “viral blizzard” of
omicron infections inevitably will lead to more temporary disruptions. In New
York City and elsewhere, many parents are keeping their children home from
school. But where best practices are in place—full vaccination, high-quality
masks, good ventilation, regular COVID-19 testing, testing to stay in school after
exposure, and a nurse in every school—it’s helping to keep children, staff and
families safe and keeping students in school, in person.
Educators know that being in school is essential to children’s mental, social,
emotional and academic well-being. Parents need their kids to be in school so
they can work and live their lives. We are in the third school year affected by
COVID-19; our nation needs our kids to be educated in school, where they learn
best and can thrive. That’s why the AFT and our affiliates across the country are
pressing for safeguards to protect students, families and staff.
Teachers are supporting students in every way they can, while trying to keep
everyone healthy. They are exhausted, overwhelmed, stressed and burning out.
Teaching is one of the most highly vaccinated professions, yet with the
extremely contagious omicron variant and breakthrough infections, school staff
are covering for colleagues who are sick or quarantining, and they are scared of
getting COVID-19 themselves or bringing it home to loved ones. The shortages
of teachers are so severe that some districts are lowering standards for
substitute teachers and imploring parents to pitch in.
Teachers are tired of being attacked by armchair critics for problems not of their
making and out of their control. What kind of person blames educators—not the
virus itself, or failures to contain it, or fights over masking and vaccines? Let’s
be clear: COVID-19 is the enemy, not teachers. And not each other.
The AFT held a virtual town hall last week about omicron and schools. Our
guests—Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy; Dr. Vin Gupta, a pulmonologist,
public health physician and health policy expert; and Dr. Irwin Redlener, a
pediatrician and the director of the Pandemic Resource and Response Initiative
at Columbia University—strongly agreed that we must double down on effective
strategies like vaccines and boosters, high-quality masks, testing and improved
ventilation, to keep people healthy and keep kids in school. These esteemed
health professionals, with decades of experience among them and knowledge
of the latest research and practices, all stressed that the single most important
step eligible children and adults can take is to get fully vaccinated (two shots
and a booster)—for their own health, for the health of their families and
communities, and to help the country finally turn the corner on this pandemic.

Never has “try walking a mile in someone else’s shoes” seemed like better
advice. As the pandemic enters yet another year, omicron spikes and frustration
soars, imagine yourself in the shoes of people buckling under the strains of this
moment: The healthcare professionals who press through their trauma and
exhaustion to care for and console patients during each grueling shift. Working
parents living paycheck to paycheck, whose children’s school or daycare is
closed—again. Young people who suffered the effects of isolation and now are
anxious about re-entry. Teachers struggling to care for their students’ mental
health, and their own.
We all need grace during these challenging times, and by showing grace to
others we can experience it ourselves. Let’s pause to appreciate the “small”
things that now fill us up—children playing blocks next to each other, or
students laughing and learning together after so much of their lives has been
online and on pause. And let’s insist on the precautions that have a big impact
on health and safety—and practice those behaviors ourselves.

Editor’s Note

Each month the On Target will come out near the end of the month.
If you have something that you would like included, please send as
a Word document by the 20th of the month to:
lpanek@clarenceschools.org
Items that could be included are: Articles dealing with
education/unions, Good ideas for teaching, something humorous/light
dealing with education, Information for sharing, Opinion pieces on
education, Advertisement for a service you provide.
Thank you,
Lisa Panek
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NYSUT statement on
masking in schools
Source: NYSUT Media Relations

ALBANY, N.Y. Jan. 25, 2022 — New York State United Teachers
President Andy Pallotta issued the following statement today on mask
wearing in schools:
“Public health experts have been clear that masks are an important
part of the strategies designed to keep students, educators and our
communities safe. Their current guidance is that masking up is the
right thing to do, particularly given the still-elevated infection rates. In
the meantime, we’re looking to state health officials to set a clear offramp for when mask requirements in schools can be relaxed so
students, families and educators have some certainty that there is
light at the end of this long tunnel.”

• Shortages
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The Fight for Substitute
Teachers
Schools deploy creative measures to staff classrooms.
By Amelia Nierenberg and Giulia Heyward
Jan. 26, 2022

The uphill fight for subs

In Florida, the school year began with nearly 5,000 teacher vacancies. Credit...Chandan
Khanna/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images
I’m Giulia Heyward, and since this school year began, I’ve covered the nationwide labor
shortage affecting so many of the country’s schools.
Low pay, few benefits and erratic hours have long created staffing issues for many districts.
The pandemic only compounded those problems.
Substitute teachers are especially in demand. At least two states, Missouri and Oregon,
removed their degree requirements for would-be hires, to try to attract more substitutes.
Other districts raised pay and increased benefits. When that failed, many
temporarily canceled classes or turned to remote schooling.

The abrupt changes sent families scrambling to find child care and extended learning losses
from the pandemic. Here are a few unconventional strategies used by districts that show the
extent of the problem:
State employees — including a governor and the National Guard — are being asked to
teach.
In New Mexico, the governor is now a licensed substitute teacher.
Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham is encouraging other state employees, and the New Mexico
National Guard, to follow suit. The staffing shortages in the state are so dire that state
workers are also being asked to go on administrative leave to work as substitute teachers.
Other state leaders are doing the same. In Oklahoma, Gov. Kevin Stitt’s executive order will
let state employees work as substitutes for the remainder of the school year. One Oklahoma
City bank even urged dozens of its own employees to help out.
In North Carolina, Gov. Roy Cooper is letting state employees go on paid leave to work as
substitute teachers.
The new measures seem to be working — more than 120 state employees in Oklahoma have
volunteered as substitutes, and 100 state workers in New Mexico, including the National
Guard, signed up to do the same.
Some education departments are getting rid of application requirements altogether.
•
•

•

•

Both Missouri and Oregon have lowered their college degree requirements for substitutes. A
growing number of states are joining them.
Last month, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer of Michigan temporarily allowed other school employees
to bypass the teaching certificate requirement to become a substitute. All they need is a high
school diploma. The state is also letting retired teachers return to the classroom without
losing any of their retirement benefits.
In Kansas, the education board got rid of the college degree requirement for substitutes for
the remainder of the school year. In Salem, Ohio, anyone who passes a background check can
temporarily become a licensed substitute teacher.
Pennsylvania’s governor stripped requirements so that some college students are now eligible
to substitute teach in the state.
Schools are campaigning to get parents into the classroom.
Editors’ Picks

One Central Indiana school district is on the brink of going back to virtual learning. Most of
its full-time teachers are covering for one another, and other school workers are already
supplementing a small pool of substitutes.
The superintendent of Hamilton Southeastern Schools made an urgent request this month:
asking parents to help pick up the slack. “I ask that — if you have any time in your daily
schedule — that you will consider subbing,” Yvonne Stokes said.

• Supreme Court

Breyer to retire, NEA thanks him
for steadfast service to students,
educators
Nation’s largest union ‘will vigorously advocate for a Justice who brings muchneeded diversity to the Supreme Court’

The future of school vouchers depends largely on the Supreme Court’s willingness to strike down state
laws and constitutions that forbid public money being used for religious purposes, including private
religious schools.
By: Staci Maiers
Published: 01/26/2022

WASHINGTON — Justice Stephen G. Breyer will retire from the U.S. Supreme
Court, according to news reports. President Biden is expected to formally
announce the retirement at the White House on Thursday.
The following statement can be attributed to NEA President Becky Pringle:
“Our students and educators are better off because of Justice Breyer’s 27 years on
the Supreme Court. Justice Breyer consistently upheld the Constitution and applied
it to protect public education as ‘the nursery of our democracy.’
“With the current moment — when educators and schools are being attacked,
when libraries are being forced to ban books, when gag orders are issued to
educators, and when bounties are placed on the heads of teachers for just doing
their jobs — the makeup of the Supreme Court is vital and matters for the direction
of this country. Justice Breyer was a consistent critic of the current majority’s

judicial activism and its attempt to turn back the clock on constitutional rights that
would allow this country to realize the vision of a more perfect union for all.
“From chairing NEA’s Read Across America program to get kids excited about
reading to issuing thoughtful decisions that allowed this country to get closer to the
poetry of its Constitution, I thank Justice Breyer for his public service. The National
Education Association and our members stand ready to support President Biden’s
continuing effort to make sure our courts reflect the best of America. We will
vigorously advocate for a Justice who brings much-needed diversity to the
Supreme Court.”
Follow on Twitter at @NEAmedia and @BeckyPringle
###
The National Education Association is the nation’s largest professional employee
organization, representing more than 3 million elementary and secondary teachers,
higher education faculty, education support professionals, school administrators,
retired educators, students preparing to become teachers, healthcare workers, and
public employees. Learn more at www.nea.org.

• Predictions

9 mostly pessimistic education
predictions for 2022 — from a
teacher
Shamans perform a ritual of predictions for the coming year at San Cristobal hill in Lima, Peru, on
Dec. 29. (Ernesto Benavides/AFP/Getty Images)
By Valerie Strauss
January 1, 2022 at 1:49 p.m. EST
Larry Ferlazzo, who has taught at Luther Burbank High School in Sacramento for the past 19
years, for a decade has written a column making annual education predictions (see his
previous lists at the end of this post).
It’s time for him to look into his crystal ball for 2022. Take a look and let him know what you
think in the comments — as well as make your own predictions.
In addition to being a full-time teacher, Ferlazzo has written or edited 12 books on education,
writes a weekly teacher advice column for Education Week, and hosts a popular resourcesharing blog.
He has also written best-and-worst roundups of education news, including this one for 2021.
There was a lot of education news in 2021. Here’s the best and worst of it — by a teacher.
Here’s Ferlazzo’s look into the future:
•

There will be a big increase in teacher retirements in the spring/summer, leading to
a teacher shortage that will make this school year look like a picnic. Then, in an
advance prediction for 2023, the stress created by that staff shortage will result in an
equal number of departures the following year. These losses, combined with a
similarly alarming drop in numbers of students enrolling in teacher-preparation
programs, will result in an awful downward spiral. Districts with skilled leadership
will have already developed “grow your own” and “teacher-residency” programs to
recruit new students, and programs to support those educators who choose to stay.
But, as the pandemic has shown, those kinds of districts are definitely not the
majority.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mask mandates in many schools will continue through the fall and will, in fact,
increase in number. The omicron variant of the novel coronavirus will have
successors, and we will all learn the Greek alphabet. The vast majority of school
districts, however, will not be choosing to return to distance learning — even with
high community transmission rates. Parent pushback would be too great, and many
schools have learned the hard way how to reduce transmission risk. Of course, there
are also some states that will continue to do little or nothing to reduce those risks.
State standardized test scores will be down. Many school officials will NOT see that a
major cause of these drops will be that the districts are only giving lip service to
social-emotional learning, mental health support and genuine accelerated learning.
Instead they will put their money and energy behind remediation and double down
on adding instructional time and “drill-and-kill.” They will continue to appear
dumbfounded that what they are doing is not working, and conclude that they
should add more of the same. Welcome to another downward spiral.
Attacks on teaching about systemic racism will intensify leading up to the November
midterm elections as Republicans continue to believe it will be a hot-button issue to
galvanize voter turnout. It generally won’t be successful in that Republican aim, but
the attacks will hurt students, their families and teachers as educators will selfcensor themselves. After the election, polls will find that these attacks on critical race
theory — an intellectual movement that examines the way policies and laws
perpetuate systemic racism — didn’t expand the Republican base. Conservative
strategists will forget about the issue, but damaging laws passed by Republicandominated state legislatures restricting how teachers deal with race and other issues
will remain on the books, and their impact will continue.
There will be some major consolidations in the educational technology world as
more educators conclude that yes, our students need more personalized
learning and, no, technology might not be the only, and not even main, vehicle
through which to provide it. Smaller class sizes, listening, connecting to student
interests and building relationships can lead to better learning. Bye-bye, unicorns.
President Biden’s Build Back Better Plan — or some version of it — will eventually
pass. It’s unclear whether it will universal prekindergarten and a child-tax credit
extension. As countless studies have found, outside factors such as child poverty
have a much greater impact on student achievement than we teachers do, and the
child tax credit has already done an impressive job at reducing child poverty. Quality
pre-K programs have also been found to positively influence later academic
performance. So these two efforts could end up being the most effective school
improvements in many years — if they actually happen.
Despite recent school shootings, efforts to reduce police presence in schools will
continue. A high priority will be made to twin these changes with an increase in
other harm reduction and safety strategies, including restorative practices. Major
experiments and research on how to implement these strategies, particularly in
secondary schools, will take place and their results will be widely disseminated.
Private foundations like Gates and Chan Zuckerberg will continue coming up with
ideas about what schools should do, finding people who will accept their money to
do them, and then concluding that it didn’t work. Their staff will continue believing
they are the smartest people in the room, and not bother listening to ideas from
educators who actually teach in classrooms every day.
I borrow this last one from educator Bill Ivey every year. He predicts that “each and
every school day will bring tens of thousands of reasons to celebrate in schools
across the country.” Despite anything the pandemic can throw at us, I think this is
still going to be the case.

Parent Support

America’s Parents Express
Overwhelming Support for
Teachers, Their Unions and
Public Education
Amid Pandemic, Parents Say Neighborhood Public Schools Are Crucial to Help Their
Children Recover and Thrive
Wednesday, January 26, 2022
Andrew Crook

o: 202-393-8637 | c: 607-280-6603

acrook@aft.org

WASHINGTON—A supermajority of U.S. parents give their public schools and teachers
top marks for their Herculean efforts to respond to the challenges of COVID-19, fresh
polling shows, with perceptions of teachers unions soaring to record highs.
Black parents and parents in urban areas in particular feel that teachers and their unions
have played an overwhelmingly positive role, and they blame the virus—rather than the
professionals charged with their kids’ care—for difficulties during the pandemic.
Overall, 72 percent of parents say their school provides excellent or good-quality
education, and 78 percent endorse the quality and performance of their teachers, up 7
points from 2013, according to a new national survey by Hart Research Associates and
Lake Research Partners.
Teachers unions are seen by parents as a more positive force in education today than
prior to the pandemic, mirroring public polling conducted over the past year and
tracking record high support(link is external) for the labor movement as a whole.
AFT President Randi Weingarten said the survey confirms what she has seen in her
months of school visits throughout the country. “Parents value educators’ heroic actions
to help their kids through COVID and view them as partners to keep schools open safely
and deliver the social, emotional and academic support kids need.”
“This polling shows the virus is our enemy, not each other. Parents are saying teachers
are heroes for their efforts during this pandemic and they deeply value how their public
schools have gone above and beyond to help their kids recover and thrive,” she said.
“Some on the far right have tried to exploit this crisis to usher in a shameful new chapter
of teacher bashing, but they’re failing dismally. Parents are public school proud, and they

are standing with the community, teachers and their unions—not only in defense of public
education but also to address inadequate school funding, students’ progress during
COVID, lower class size, and the conditions necessary for academic recovery, including
enough counselors and nurses and adequate teacher pay.”
Parents are very satisfied with the way their schools have handled the COVID-19
pandemic. Fully 78 percent of parents express satisfaction with their children’s schools’
overall handling of the pandemic, including 82 percent of urban parents, 77 percent of
Black parents and 74 percent of Hispanic parents. More specifically, 83 percent are
satisfied with the schools’ efforts to keep students and staff safe.
They blamed the virus, not educators, when schools needed to temporarily switch to
remote instruction or make other schedule changes. They do not believe that schools
reopened too slowly, and they reject the claim that schools waited too long to resume inperson instruction.
Just 22 percent of parents believe that schools waited too long, while three-fourths feel
that the school either struck a good balance between safety and learning (48 percent) or
moved too quickly to reopen buildings (26 percent). Just 20 percent of urban parents and
11 percent of Black parents feel that schools waited too long before reopening.
In response to the omicron outbreak, some schools needed to periodically close buildings
or temporarily return to online learning in December. Significantly, very few parents (14
percent, including 15 percent of urban parents and 9 percent of Black parents) blame
teachers or teachers unions for these disruptions. Instead, most feel that these
disruptions were beyond anyone’s control (47 percent) or were the fault of districts and
administrators (26 percent).
Parents say their children’s teachers communicate with parents and keep them informed
(80 percent), an important reason for these positive views of teachers. Similarly, 79
percent are satisfied with the job their school does communicating with parents about
academics. Four in five say they are satisfied with their children’s public schools when it
comes to helping their children achieve their full potential, while only 21 percent report
feeling dissatisfied.
And, by a remarkable 31-point margin, parents feel that teachers unions have a positive
(48 percent), rather than negative (17 percent), effect on the quality of education provided
by public schools, a 23-point jump since 2013. Urban parents (62 percent to 9 percent)
and Black parents (57 percent to 4 percent) feel that teachers unions are playing a
positive role.
Hart Research Associates and Lake Research Partners conducted a national survey of
1,308 public school parents who were registered to vote, including subsamples of 206
Black parents and 240 Hispanic parents.
The survey was completed online between Dec. 15 and Dec. 22, 2021. The margin of
error is +/-3.1 percent. The full memo can be viewed here.

Another State’s Challenges

Utah teachers fight against
curriculum bill that would
require materials be posted
online 30 days in advance
The bill still passed 4-2 in committee, though, with support from Utah Parents United.

Rick Egan | The Salt Lake Tribune) Sen. Kathleen Riebe, D-Cottonwood Heights, listens to
a speaker in the Senate Education Committee hearing for SB114 on Thursday, January 27,
2022.
By Courtney Tanner
| Jan. 27, 2022, 7:30 p.m.

Despite objections from many educators and the leaders of both teachers unions in
the state, a bill that would allow parents to scrutinize instructional materials for all
grade levels and subject matters in Utah’s public schools before approval for the
classroom was passed by committee Thursday.

The measure, SB114, has drawn vocal opposition from teachers but strong support
from conservative parent groups since it was introduced. That showdown played
out during the first debate.
“Teachers are taking a stand,” said Brad Asay, president of the Utah chapter of the
American Federation of Teachers, which represents several thousand educators
here. “They’ve had enough. Teachers are done being in the center of political
issues.”
Asay said educators have been overburdened and underappreciated, especially with
the pandemic. But the latest crusade to dictate what they teach, he said, is too
much. Asay said the debate has left many teachers wanting to leave rather than be
micromanaged by state lawmakers and what he called a “minority group” of vocal
parents.
But parents pushed back, saying they have a right to review what their kids are
being taught.
“We want to be looking at these things before they’re in our children’s schools,”
said one dad, Aaron Bullen, who has students in Alpine School District.

(Rick Egan | The Salt Lake Tribune) Nichole Mason, center, president of Utah
Parents United reacts as a speaker speaks out against SB114, during a crowded
Education Committee hearing on Thursday, Jan. 27, 2022.
Under the bill proposed by Sen. Lincoln Fillmore, a Republican from South Jordan
who owns a charter school management company, every public K-12 school district
and charter in Utah would be required to follow a set process for approving
instructional materials.
First, a district would need to post all main materials, like textbooks and videos,
online for parents to review or recommend alternatives. Those must be available
for at least 30 days.

Then, a district’s school board would need to hold a public meeting on those items.
Only after that would a school board be able to vote to adopt the materials for use
in the classroom.
Fillmore distinguishes in the bill a difference between “instructional materials,”
which would have to go through this process, and “supplemental materials,” which
would not. The latter, he said, are items a teacher may choose to use to enhance the
approved curriculum, such as a newspaper article.
Already, a school district’s instructional materials are required to abide by state
standards for what can be taught — set by the Utah State Board of Education (and
often overseen by the Utah Legislature, such as with rules on sex education). And
there is a database where teachers can see what they have vetted and what meets
state law.
Many districts and charters also already have a curriculum committee that includes
parents to oversee the process of selecting specific books. And most allow parents
to see materials upon request.
Fillmore’s bill is one of two controversial proposals this session targeting
curriculum. The other, HB234 from Rep. Jordan Teuscher, R-South Jordan, goes a
step further, requiring that all curricula and class syllabuses be made available and
updated online for public inspection. That has not yet come up in committee,
but the Utah Education Association has already started a petition against it.
What teachers say

Sen. Mike McKell, R-Spanish Fork, questioned why the new process from Fillmore
was necessary.
“What are we really trying to fix?” he asked. “I think it sends the wrong message
that the Legislature is going to continue to micromanage teachers.”
McKell was joined in opposition by Sen. Kathleen Riebe, a Democrat from
Cottonwood Heights who has been an educator for 21 years, saying this just adds
additional bureaucracy to the process. Still, the bill passed with a 4-2 vote in the
Senate Education Committee, with Fillmore on the committee
Fillmore said the bill just adds more transparency.
“This bill does not touch what teachers do inside their classroom,” Fillmore added.
The senator said it would create a standard process for all districts, where
curriculum approval currently varies. When asked by The Salt Lake Tribune, he
said it would not apply retroactively to instructional materials already being used.

But teachers still worried it would be a slippery slope, meant to allow anyone to
question how they’re doing their jobs and silencing controversial materials.
Riebe said she could easily see the bill being used to tax teachers to share all
materials they use. Already, the earlier iteration of the bill specifically targeted
social studies curricula, for instance, and Fillmore previously sponsored the
legislation to ban teaching critical race theory in Utah schools.
“It’s ultimately going to put more pressure on teachers to put all this information
out publicly when your lessons plans can change very quickly and dynamically,”
said Jayrod Garrett, a teacher at DaVinci Academy in Ogden.

(Rick Egan | The Salt Lake Tribune) Teacher Jayrod Garrett speaks during a public
meeting in this file photo from Thursday, July 22, 2021.
He said he’s confused why parents want to be involved with curriculum materials
when many don’t show up to or engage with parent-teacher conferences, where
educators are happy to share what they’re teaching. But now, he said, it feels like
they want to jump in and tell teachers what they can or can’t do.
Terra Cooper, a former teacher in Davis School District who still substitutes, said
it’s frustrating that parents are being put above educators in approving curricula
when this is what teachers went to school for.
Cooper questioned lawmakers’ motives: “What are you willing to do to help our
teachers instead of finding ways to make their jobs harder?”
Heidi Matthews, president of the Utah Education Association, urged the committee
to recognize the burdens teachers are already facing with the pandemic and not add
more unnecessary requirements. One mom added that if parents are that worried
about what their kids are learning, they should home-school.

Feedback from parents

Of the 19 speakers who got a turn at the microphone before comments were cut off,
though, 13 spoke in favor of the bill. Many of those are a part of Utah Parents
United, a right-wing coalition of roughly 4,000 parents that push for conservative
policies in schools.
Nichole Mason, the president of the organization, said she has five kids in Davis
School District and despite requesting to see the curriculum there related to antibias lessons, she was denied access.

Rick Egan | The Salt Lake Tribune) Nichole Mason speaks to the group as she
organizes a tour of the State Capitol for Utah Parents United, on Monday, January
10, 2022.
“Wouldn’t it be lovely if we allowed parents to see this before it’s rolled out?” she
asked.
Other parents called the process “more diplomatic.” Stan Rasmussen with the
conservative Sutherland Institute said: “It is common sense to require that districts
have a process for reviewing curriculum.”
When challenged by McKell, though, on whether Rasmussen has recently been to
his own local school board meeting to ask about the process, Rasmussen
acknowledged he had not. Several other parent speakers questioned by McKell said
the same.
Others, though, said they’ve tried to engage and been pushed out and not provided
materials.
Fillmore said that’s what concerns him, and he wants to strengthen the partnership
between parents and teachers. The bill goes next to the full Senate.

• Student Loan
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Navient agrees to pay $1.85B to
settle legal claims
Author: Sylvia Saunders
Source: NYSUT Communications

Thousands of New York student loan borrowers will get restitution and debt
relief as part of a nationwide settlement with Navient to settle claims of
deceptive and predatory lending.
Under the multistate agreement announced by a coalition of state attorneys
general Thursday, the loan servicing company will cancel $1.7 billion in private
student loan debt and pay millions in restitution. The joint lawsuit claimed that
Navient, one of the nation’s largest student-loan servicing companies, deceived
thousands of student loan borrowers into costly long-term forbearance plans,
causing students to pay more than they should have. The agreement will cover
borrowers in more than three dozen states, including New York.
State Attorney General Letitia James said more than 25,000 federal loan
borrowers in New York will receive an estimated $6.8 million in restitution
payments. Additionally, about 4,300 New York borrowers will receive more than
$110 million in private loan debt cancellation. New York state will also receive
almost $1.2 million in cash.
The agreement requires Navient to better train specialists to advise borrowers
concerning alternative repayment options and counsel eligible workers
concerning Public Service Loan Forgiveness programs. NYSUT’s national

affiliates, the American Federation of Teachers and National Education
Association have pushed relentlessly for student loan debt relief, filing lawsuits
on behalf of members and testifying before Congress. Last fall, the Biden
administration announced a major overhaul and expansion of PSLF.
In a Twitter thread, AFT President Randi Weingarten thanked the attorneys
general for pursuing the case and fighting to hold Navient accountable.
For more information on the Navient agreement, go
to navientagsettlement.com to find out if it may apply to you.
Some key takeaways:
•

•

•

•

Federal loan borrowers who qualify for relief under this settlement do not
need to take any action. Be sure to update or create
your studentaid.gov account to ensure that the U.S. Department of
Education has your current address.
In Spring 2022, the settlement administrator will send a postcard to each
federal loan borrower eligible for a restitution payment, using the most
current address on file with the U.S. Department of Education. Federal
loan borrowers who are eligible for a restitution payment of will receive
approximately $260.
Borrowers receiving private loan debt cancellation will receive a notice
from Navient by July 2022, along with refunds of any payments made on
the cancelled private loans after June 30, 2021. Check
navientagsettlement.com to see whether you may be in this group.
Navient must notify borrowers about the U.S. Department of Education’s
recently announced PSLF limited waiver opportunity, which temporarily
offers millions of qualifying public service workers the chance to have
previously nonqualifying repayment periods counted toward loan
forgiveness—provided that they consolidate into the Direct Loan Program
and file employment certifications by Oct. 31, 2022.

NYSUT Resources
To help thousands of members struggling to understand and get out from crushing
debt, NYSUT offers free student loan debt workshops and services in partnership with
Cambridge Credit Counseling. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, NYSUT has moved the
workshops online, helping hundreds of members with informational webinars and
individualized follow-up support.
To find out more about the settlement, PSLF changes and general student loan debt
information, sign up for an upcoming student loan debt webinar. The next free sessions
are Jan. 20, Feb. 9 and 24; and March 8 and 24. Space is limited.
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TAX Purposes
CTA Dues for 2021

$789

December 27, 2021

Dr. Frahm and the TEPS Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to attend the 2021 Midwest Clinic: An
International Band and Orchestra Conference in Chicago, Illinois. It was a worthwhile
conference that was attended by over fifteen thousand band and orchestra directors from
around the world.
The conference is broken down into two parts: concert sessions and clinic
sessions (including rehearsal labs). Each ensemble chosen to perform a concert at this
conference (via a rigorous audition process) is among the finest in the country. This
year, due to the COVID pandemic, most performing student ensembles were from the
state of Texas. I attended concerts by the Mansfield Wind Symphony (adult), the North
Harden High School Wind Symphony, Imani Winds (adult woodwind quintet), The
United States Army Filed Band, the Keller High School Wind Ensemble, the Leander
High School Wind Ensemble, the Dallas Winds (adult), the Eastern Wind Symphony
(adult), and the Wakeland High School Wind Symphony. Each ensemble, for the most
part, performed at a very high level of competence. From these performances I was able
to select previously unknown music that is appropriate to program with my own
ensemble at Clarence High School. I was also able to gauge the ability level of the
bands in the Clarence School District compared to those heard at this conference.
Top musicians in the fields of music education and music performance gave the
clinic sessions. I attended clinics dealing with composer discussions, instrumental
pedagogy, repertoire selection, and chamber music. I found most of these sessions
useful as they reinforced or added information to my knowledge base.
The Midwest Clinic is the premier conference in the world for instrumental music
teachers. Thank you again for allowing me the opportunity to attend. I feel it was
extremely worthwhile for my professional development, and for the development of my
students.

Respectfully Submitted,

Louis C. Vitello

